Abstract. We give a semantic footing to the fold/build syntax of programming with inductive types, covering shortcut deforestation, based on a universal property. Specifically, we give a semantics for inductive types based on limits of algebra structure forgetting functors and show that it is equivalent to the usual initial algebra semantics. We also give a similar semantic account of the augment generalization of build and of the unfold/destroy syntax of coinductive types.
Introduction
The beauty of the in/fold and out/unfold syntax for programming with inductive and coinductive types [13, 21] is thanks to the fact that it is based directly on the semantic interpretation of such types as initial algebras and final coalgebras. Apart from the clarity provided by this close match between syntax and semantics, there are practical benefits for the programmer. For example, in the case of inductive types, (i) the constructors in form the structure map of the initial algebra which, as an isomorphism, supports pattern matching in function definitions; (ii) the mediating algebra map to any other algebra gives rise to a canonical recursion combinator usually called fold to aid structured programming; (iii) β-equality (also called computational rules) is derived from the fact that the mediating map is an algebra map; and (iv) η-equality and permutative equality (also called extensionality rules), which provide the correctness for program transformations such as fold fusion, are derived from the uniqueness of the mediating map. In essence, all the fundamental properties of an inductive type can be derived systematically from its semantics as an initial algebra. The same can be said about coinductive types and their final coalgebra semantics.
Recently there has been a significant amount of work starting with Gill et al.'s [10] which proposes an alternative approach to programming with inductive types based on using the fold-combinator in interaction with a new constructor called build. This is related to deforestation [35] or semanticspreserving program transformation to eliminate intermediate datastructures.
Use of intermediate datastructures should in principle be encouraged in functional programming as it gives well-structured programs, but the resulting programs are also inefficient, thus the need for automated deforestation. There exist several deforestation methods, but probably the most successful is Gill's shortcut deforestation where removal of intermediate datastructures is achieved by repeated application of very simple rewrite rules, but which requires that programming with inductive intermediate datastructures is done in terms fold and build.
Despite the proliferation of this interesting work described, the semantic foundations of the fold/build paradigm are not so clear. Thus, for example, various program transformations have to be derived and justified in a relatively ad-hoc manner. We would rather prefer to be able to automatically derive the essential properties of the fold/build style of programming from similar principles to the initial algebra semantics underpinning the in/fold style of programming.
This paper achieves this. Our key insight is that initial algebras are an instance of a more general concept of universal properties which are pervasive throughout programming language semantics. Thus we give a characterization of initial algebras via an alternative universal property from which the syntax and equational properties of the fold/build paradigm arise in the manner described above. The suitable universal property turns out to be rather simple and, moreover, intuitive. It is that of being the limit of a functor forgetting algebra structure or, intuitively, the largest object with a fuseable fold-like operation.
The benefits of our approach are not just to provide semantic clarity by placing the fold/build-style of programming on the same universal footing that other programming language constructions have. Indeed, as with all good semantics, we use our universal characterization of fold/build to derive a number of other concrete deliverables. Thus, the key contributions of this paper are:
-We give a categorical foundation to the fold/build approach to inductive types which replaces the more ad-hoc foundations in the literature with universal constructions. This extracts the properties that build must have in order validate shortcut deforestation and provides a categorical justification to the encoding of inductive types using type quantification. -Implicit in this is a proof of the equi-expressiveness of the fold/build syntax and the usual in/fold syntax. In particular, the fold/build constructions suffice to define the in/fold syntax validating all in/fold axioms. -The flexibility of this semantic approach is demonstrated by the ease with which we extend it to cover the fold/augment fusion of Gill [11] and the unfold/destroy paradigm of programming with coinductive types. (As a matter of fact, helped by the transparency of the framework, we have found that a useful augment combinator is definable not only for free algebras, but for a far more wide class of parameterized inductive types. For space reasons, we will publish that result separately elsewhere, only giving some hints here.)
The paper, appealing both to functional programmers and semanticists, is organized as follows: Sect. 2 begins by a demonstration of how the classical infrastructure for programming and reasoning with inductive types arises from the initial algebra semantics. It continues with an exposition of our alternative and equivalent semantics where the build combinator is a primitive construction and fold/build fusion is axiomatic. This alternative semantics is based on a kind of cones that from the functional programming perspective are polymorphic functions required to meet a non-trivial coherence condition; we conclude the section by showing that it is a condition of strong dinaturality. In Sect. 3, we give a justification of Gill's augment generalization of build in our framework. Sect. 4 is an exposition of the dual development for the semantics of coinductive types. In Sect. 5, we give a condensed orientation about relating work and, in Sect. 6, we conclude, pointing out a number of directions for future work.
From the reader, we assume only the most basic definitions from category theory, in particular those of category, functor and natural transformations. Familiarity with limits and colimits will be helpful, but they are defined in the text. We work with a base category about which we make no or very mild assumptions, but the concrete examples to keep in mind are categories most relevant for programming semantics, like Set and CPO. Throughout the text, we use Haskell for examples, but this is purely illustrative; we are not discussing the semantics of Haskell or any particular language in this paper.
Inductive Types and Build

Inductive Types as Initial Algebras
The customary structured approach to list programming equips the type [a] of lists over a with constructors [] and (:) (for nil and cons) and a destructor foldr. In Haskell, this is accomplished as follows: By the definition, an algebra for the functor 1 + A × − is an object X and a map ϕ : 1 + A × X → X. The latter is of course equivalent to a pair of maps ϕ 0 : 1 → X and ϕ 1 : A×X → X giving interpretations of [] and (:). Maps from an algebra (X, ϕ) to an algebra (Y, ψ) are just maps from X to Y which preserve the interpretations of [] and (:) in the algebras. This is of course exactly what a model and model homomorphism are taken to be in universal algebra. We are interested in a specific algebra, namely the one where [] is interpreted as nil and (:) as the cons operation (of the given implementation of lists). This means that lists over A are really modelled by an initial algebra of 1 + A × −.
Note how characterizing lists as a chosen initial algebra provides all the syntax and equalities we need to program and reason with: i) the structure map of the initial algebra provides the constructors nil and cons which, taken together, form an isomorphism, supporting pattern matching:
ii) the mediating map provides the fold-combinator foldr:
iii) that the fold combinator constructs an algebra map gives the equation
which defines the computational rules of β-equality or fold cancellation; and iv) the uniqueness of the mediating map provides the following extensionality rules
The first rule is often taken to be η-equality "lite" while the second rule of permutative conversion provides the soundness of fold fusion. As with all initial objects, initial algebras are defined up to isomorphism, which means, e.g., that any initial algebra of 1+A×− will be isomorphic to the type of lists over A. Thus the initial algebra semantics defines our list type up to isomorphism, which really means that we can program with it independently of how it is implemented.
Universal Constructions, Limits
That so much of the infrastructure to program with lists and inductive types in general is explained by the single concept of an initial algebra is very elegant. Initial algebras are instances of the more general concept of universal constructions which arise in numerous other places in the semantics of programming languages. We will not give the definition of a universal construction here; this can be found in any standard reference, such as [20] . Informally, a universal property states that, for some objects and maps which satisfy some properties, there is a unique map (called the mediating map) between this structure and any other structure satisfying the same properties. Universal properties define structures up to isomorphism. Other examples are, e.g., (categorical) products, which model product types, and general limits, which we will use in this paper. Products are an instructive familiar example where again the universal property provides all the information we need to program and reason with product types. The fact that the product (final span) is a span gives the projections while pairing arises as the mediating map from any other span. The fact that pairing is a map of spans is precisely β-equality while the uniqueness of the mediating map is the usual η-equality. We can see that all universal properties have an implicit syntax with associated computational and extensionality rules.
We will shortly need the concept of a limit and record here the definition.
Definition 2 (Limit). A cone for a functor
J : C → D is a pair (C, γ) consist- ing of an object C in D and, for each object X in C, a map γ X : C → JX in D such that, for every map f : X → Y in C, we have Jf • γ X = γ Y . A map of cones (C, γ) → (D, δ) is a map h : C → D in D such that, for each object X in C, we have δ X • h = γ X . A limit of J is a final object in the category J-cone of J-cones.
Building Build
The initial algebra semantics based syntax for inductive types is elegant and useful in many ways, but the structure it imposes on programs leads often to inefficiency. Consider the task of programming the sum of the squares of a list of integers. The following is a modular and well-structured program:
Unfortunately, it uses two intermediate datastructures, which of course implies inefficiency. The methodology of shortcut deforestation [10] proposes reprogramming summation, mapping and list generation in terms of foldr and a new combinator build as follows:
The point of build is to abstract over the constructor occurrences in a list to provide foldr with direct access to their positions which motivates the foldr/build fusion rule foldr c n (build theta) == theta c n Applying this rewrite rule twice, we get a monolithic (and thus not so programmer-friendly) but efficient version: This paper explains shortcut deforestation or fold/build fusion via an alternative semantics of inductive types which matches the fold/build rather than the in/fold syntax but is still equivalent to the initial algebra semantics.
Given a category C and functor F : C → C, let us write U F : F -alg → C for the functor forgetting F -algebra structure, i.e., the functor which maps an algebra (X, ϕ) to X and an F -algebra map f :
Our alternative semantics for the inductive type given by a functor F will be the limit of U F . Let us spell out what U F -cones are and what a U F -limit is. By Definition 2, a U F -cone is an object C in C and, for any F -algebra (X, ϕ), a map
a U F -cone to which there is a unique map from any other U F -cone. Let us write (µ * F, fold * F ) for a chosen U F -limit and build * F,C Θ for the mediating map from (C, Θ), hinting towards the propositions we will present in a moment. Intuitively, a U F -cone is an object with an operation which types as a fold operation from that object and is fuseable; the U F -limit is the greatest such object.
The general idea of deriving syntax from universal properties suggests that we may consider introducing a type µ * F and a destructor fold * F and constructor build * F with typing rules
As the β-conversion rule, we get
and the η-and permutative conversion rules are
We see that an U F -limit provides almost exactly the syntax made use of in fold/build fusion: if one ignores the coherence condition (*) of an U F -cone, fold * F and build * F type as fold and build should and, moreover, the β-conversion rule is the fold/build fusion law. The next proposition shows that an initial F -algebra is, in fact, a U F -limit.
Proposition 1. Let C be a category and F : C → C be a functor. If there is an
Proof. We make use of the definition and properties of an initial F -algebra. We begin by observing that (µF, fold F ) is a U F -cone, since, for any F -algebra map
On the basis that inductive types are limits of functors forgetting algebra structure, and that the syntax suggested by this universal property includes a combinator exhibiting all that is expected from build (in particular fold/build fusion), although posing a coherence condition on its argument, we take this universal property to constitute the specification of build. The usual fold/build fusion will be correct, if coherence is automatic for actual invocations of build. We will touch upon this question in the next subsection.
We have shown that, if F has an initial algebra, it has a final U F -cone, i.e., that the initial algebra modelling of an inductive type is at least as strong as the limit of forgetful functor modelling: from the in/fold-syntax, we can define the fold/build-syntax. But, in fact, the reverse is also true, the two notions are equi-expressive.
Proposition 2. If there is a U
is an F -algebra. We prove that it is initial by showing that, given any F -algebra (X, ϕ), the map fold * F,X ϕ : µ * F → X is the required unique mediating F -algebra map.
To see that fold *
It remains to verify that fold * F,X ϕ is unique. We have just seen that fold *
F,X ϕ, which completes the uniqueness proof. This proposition assures us that the fold/build paradigm is no weaker than the customary in/fold. Everything we can program with in/fold, we can also do with fold/build. E.g., we may implement natural numbers as follows: We see that what we get are the Church numerals. How fold/build fusion for natural numbers works is therefore intuitively very clear: By abstracting out the occurrences of the zero and successor constructors in a numeral, we obtain direct access to their positions, and it is exactly these constructor occurrences that folds replace. More generally, we have constructed a categorical version of the type quantification based encoding of inductive types of [19, 3] .
Strong Dinatural Transformations
We now turn to the question about the coherence condition of U F -cones. It is rather well-behaved: we will shortly see that it is a strong dinaturality condition. Dinatural transformations and strongly dinatural transformations are two generalizations of the concept of natural transformation for mixed-variant functors. Standard dinaturality, as introduced by Dubuc and Street [4] , is fairly well known, but, for reference, we record the definition.
Definition 3 (Dinaturality
A major deficiency of standard dinatural transformations is that they do not generally compose. Strongly dinatural transformations address and solve exactly this problem. They appeared in Mulry's paper [23] , but the exact authorship is unclear: in the beautiful in-depth account [24] , they are attributed to Barr, personal communication.
Definition 4 (Strong Dinaturality). Let H, K : C op × C → D be functors. A strongly dinatural transformation Θ : H → K is a family of maps Θ X : H(X, X) → K(X, X) in D for all objects X in C such that, for every map f : X → Y in C, object W and maps p 0 : W → H(X, X), p 1 : W → H(Y, Y ) in D, if the square in the following diagram commutes, then so does the hexagon:
If D is a category with pullbacks such as, e.g., Set, one can equivalently require that, for every map f : X → Y in C, the outer hexagon of the above diagram commutes for (W, p 0 , p 1 ) the chosen pullback of H(X, f ) and K(f, Y ).
It is easy to see that every strongly dinatural transformation is also dinatural, but the converse does not hold in general.
We will need strongly dinatural transformations between H, K : C op ×C → D for the special case where C is locally small (meaning that all homcollections Hom(A, B) are sets), D = Set and H = Hom(F −, G −) : C op × C → Set for some functors F, G : C → C. In this situation, the difference between dinaturality and strong dinaturality is especially apparent. A dinatural transformation Θ :
For a strongly dinatural transformation, in contrast, the condition is: for any maps f :
Clearly the second one of the two implications is stronger because of its weaker antecedent.
Comparing the unwinding of the definition of strong dinaturality and our ealier unwinding of the definition of limit, we arrive at the following observation.
Proposition 3. Let C be a locally small category and F : C → C a functor. A U F -cone structure with vertex C is the same thing as a strong dinatural transformation from Hom(F −, −) to Hom(C, −).
Proof. Both U F -cone structures and strong dinatural transformations from Hom(F −, −) to Hom(C, −) are families of maps Θ X : Hom(F X, X) → Hom(C, X) such that, for any maps f :
The proposition tells us that the typing rule for build can be rewritten as
We may ask now when a term Θ : ∀X. (F X ⇒ X) ⇒ C ⇒ X is guaranteed to be a strongly dinatural transformation. The answer depends on the specifics of the language and model under scrutiny and, in particular, on the semantics assigned to type quantification. This is a subtle and technical topic that we wish to discuss separately and in detail elsewhere. For this paper, we note however that in parametric models of polymorphic languages terms of type ∀X. (F X ⇒ X) ⇒ C ⇒ X define strong dinaturals. From a practical point of view, it is then possible to get strong dinaturality for free.
We finish the discussion of build by arguing that it makes perfect sense to separate language-specific questions such as when a term is strong dinatural from questions about basic semantic constructions appropriate for modelling some general phenomenon, e.g. the question of what build is. We do not, for example, ask when a type constructor is a functor in a discussion of the initial algebra semantics. Certainly there exist simple sufficient syntactic conditions for functoriality, e.g., positivity, but the definition of any such condition and the proof of its sufficiency is specific to the language and model used. The situation with strong dinaturality of a term is completely analogous.
Augmenting Build
Build presentations of producers do not always suffice for deforestation. Consider the definition of the append function for lists as a foldr:
append as bs = foldr (:) bs as
Abstracting the constructors, we get the following attempt of a definition of append in terms of build:
append as bs = build theta where theta c n = foldr c bs as
Unfortunately however, this attempt is incorrect, as the type of theta is not general enough. The problem is that the constructor occurrences in the list bs, while being part of the final result of append, are not abstracted in theta. So, one solution for the problem would be to replace the list bs with a traversal which uniformly replaces its constructor occurrences: append as bs = build theta where theta c n = foldr c (foldr c n bs) as
Although this is indeed a correct definition of append, it introduces an extra traversal of the list bs and there is no guarantee that this traversal can be removed by subsequent fusion.
As a better solution, Gill [11] introduced a new combinator augment which generalizes build by abstracting out the nil-constructor position in a list: The same idea can be easily extended to arbitrary inductive types by abstracting over non-recursive constructors, to obtain a version of shortcut deforestation tailored specifically for functions that graft. This has been done by Johann [15] . We present however a slightly more general version and, following our general methodology, derive it from a unique existence situation.
Let 
Define, finally, for any map f :
Conceptually, η packages the non-recursive constructors of the parameterized type, τ packages the recursive constructors, and () is substitution for non-recursive constructors. It is standard knowledge the data (T, η, () ) so constructed constitute a monad which, more specifically, is the free monad over H, but we will not make deep use of this fact in this paper. With the stage set, we can now proceed to a proposition which supplies the parameterized inductive type T with an augment combinator.
Proposition 4. Let C be a category, H : C → C a functor such that initial algebras of all functors T A = df A + H− exist. Let T , η, τ, () be defined as above. Then, for any map f : A → T B and U T A -cone (C, Θ) there exists a unique map h : C → T B such that, for any T B-algebra
We denote the unique map by augment T ,C (Θ, f ).
Proof. We prove that
It is easy to see that
as needed.
Assume now that there is a map h : C → T B such that, for any T B-algebra
so we also have uniqueness.
On the level of syntax, the proposition proved justifies the introduction of a combinator augment T with a typing rule
and β-conversion rule
which is fusion of fold and augment. One also gets the following conversion rules relating to the monad structure on T :
Johann [15] describes essentially the same combinator, but in a restricted form where the type of non-recursive constructors is fixed (so that B = A). (The reason must be that, in the prototypical case of lists, the type of nonrecursive constructors is constantly 1; normally, one does not consider the possibility of supporting multiple nil's drawn from a parameter type.) Unfortunately, this restriction hides the rather important role of the monad structure on T .
As an example, we may consider the parameterized type of binary leaf labelled trees, Haskell-implementable as follows: Elsewhere we will show that there is no reason to stop at augment for free monads. A similar combinator is possible for any monad obtained from a parameterized monad via initial algebras as described in [32] . Some parameterized inductive types covered by this more general construction are, e.g., finitely branching node labelled trees and inductive hyperfunctions [17] .
Coinductive Types and Destroy
Since coinductive types are dual to inductive types, it is clear that, if inductive types admit a universal characterization with builds as the mediating maps, then there must be a universal characterization of coinductive types centered around a dual combinator. We now turn to this characterization.
In the standard modelling, a coinductive type is a chosen final coalgebra of a functor.
Definition 5 ((Final) Coalgebra). Let C be a category and F : C → C be a functor. An F -coalgebra is an object X together with a map
A final F -coalgebra is a final object in the category F -coalg of F -coalgebras, i.e., an F -coalgebra with a unique map to it from any F -coalgebra.
We agree to denote a chosen final F -coalgebra by (νF, out F ), and the unique map to it from an F -coalgebra (X, ϕ) by unfold F,X ϕ. The final coalgebra semantics justifies the well-known syntax of coinductive types which is given by a type νF , a destructor out F and a constructor unfold F subjected to the following typing and conversion rules:
-typing rules:
-η-and permutative conversion rules (= identity and fusion laws for unfold):
To give some examples, the type of streams over a given type A can be modelled by a final coalgebra of functor A × −, the type of colists (possibly infinite lists) over A by a final coalgebra of the functor 1 + A × − etc.
A Haskell implementation of the final coalgebra view of streams based on the β-conversion rule would be the following: 
tlS (UnfoldS h t x) = UnfoldS h t (t x)
The usual implementation of streams, which avoids rank-2 type signatures, exploits the fact that the final coalgebra structure map is an isomorphism. (Recall that Haskell is semantically based on CPO where inductive and coinductive types coincide.)
Our alternative modelling of the coinductive type given by a functor F views it as a colimit of the forgetful functor V F : F -coalg → C. We recall the definition of a colimit of a functor.
Definition 6 (Colimit). A cocone for a functor
By this definition, a cocone of V F is given by an object C and, for any
cocone with a unique map to every V F -cocone. We denote a chosen V F -colimit by (ν * F, unfold * F ) and the unique V F -cocone map from a given V F -cocone (C, Θ) by destroy * F,C Θ. Intuitively, a V F -cocone is an object with a fuseable unfold-like operation and the V F -limit is the smallest such.
The syntax derived from the alternative semantics consists of a type ν * F along with a destructor unfold F and constructor destroy F plus these rules: -typing rules: 
From (a), we get a new combinator for coinductive types, destroy, and a new shortcut deforestation law: the destroy combinator is derived from a final coalgebra being a colimit of the functor forgetting coalgebra structure, and the shortcut deforestation or unfold/destroy fusion law is just the corresponding β-conversion rule. For streams, in particular, we get a destroy combinator with the following Haskell implementation: Shortcut deforestation for streams says destroyS theta . unfoldS h t == theta h t while for colists it says destroyL theta . unfoldr phi == theta phi
The destroy combinator and shortcut deforestation for colists appear in Gill [11] and Svenningsson [29] . In fact, they speak of Haskell's lists, but to have the transformation correct, it is essential that the type is coinductive.
Part (b) of the proposition gives an alternative arrangement of syntax for programming with coinductive types where destroy rather than out is primitive. The usual head and tail destructors, which constitute the out destructor for streams, are non-primitive in this implementation. They are definable functions:
hdS :: Str a -> a hdS = destroyS (\ h _ -> h) tlS :: Str a -> Str a tlS = destroyS (\ h t -> UnfoldS h t . t)
As an example, we could program stream indexing as follows:
fromS :: Int -> Str a -> a fromS n = destroyS (\ h t -> h . ntimes n t)
We find that the terms fromS n deserve to be called Church indexicals. Just as the build combinator for inductive types admits a generalization to an augment combinator for monadic parameterized inductive types, a dual generalization of destroy is possible for comonadic parameterized coinductive types. We will not spell out the details here.
Related Work
Programming and reasoning about inductive and coinductive types with combinators derived from the initial algebra and final coalgebra semantics was first explored by Hagino [13] . To the functional programming community, this idea was introduced in [21, 22, 28] and became very popular then. The method to encode inductive types via type quantification (the "impredicative encoding") was first described in [19, 3] . Shortcut deforestation for lists was proposed by Gill et al. [11, 10] . For general inductive types, it was defined in [30, 18] .
The landmark works on parametricity are Reynold's and Wadler's papers [26, 27, 34] , categorical studies on the semantics of polymorphism based on dinaturality and strengthenings include [12, 2, 8] . Some discussions of the implications of parametricity for (co)inductive types are [36, 14, 1] . Strong dinaturality, most probably first introduced in [23] , has recently been studied closely in [5, 6] .
Most closely related to the work reported here, Johann [16, 15] has given a thorough proof of the correctness of fold/build and fold/augment fusion via parametricity of contextual equivalence. Pavlovic [25] has analyzed fold/build fusion in terms of "paranatural" transformations which are essentially the same as strong dinaturals.
Conclusions
We have shown that besides the initial algebra semantics inductive types admit an alternative but equivalent semantics in terms of limits of forgetful functors. This equivalent semantics matches nicely the fold/build syntax that has been invented for the purpose of program transformations. In particular, it gives a language-independent axiomatic specification of build where the correctness of shortcut deforestation is an axiom. This separation between the general semantics of inductive types and parametricity theorems for specific languages and their models is, to our view, good and helpful, because of the modularity and clarity it brings.
As future work we intend to give an account of rational types (essentially non-wellfounded trees with finitely many distinct subtrees) based on the general theory put forward in Ghani et al. [9] in order to systematically study disciplines for programming with rational types such as the "cycle therapy" of Turbak and Wells [31] . We also plan to achieve a similar account for the vanish combinatorsà la Voigtländer [33] . A further topic will be parametricity in terms of strong dinaturals for languages supporting interleaved inductive and coinductive types.
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